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ABSTRACT 

In this research, we investigate how the mining of student software repository 

data can be useful in capturing development analytics in educational software projects. 

Our methodology was to demonstrate the feasibility of extracting and analyzing software 

repository data automatically and show examples of how to analyze the obtained data.  

We designed an application toolset that works with GitHub, a web-based version 

control platform that Texas A&M University makes freely available to the students. Our 

toolset can be used with GitHub software repositories hosting programming assignments 

developed by students as part of their coursework. We consider how the analysis of 

information available in a software repository revision history can enable inspection of 

student programming assignment progression behaviors. For example, for a given 

programming assignment, using analytics derived from a set of corresponding student 

software repository changelogs, one can generate assignment progression statistics. As a 

result of the exploratory phase of this research, we demonstrate usage of our toolset with 

anonymized student GitHub repository data from two previous courses taught at Texas 

A&M University. We conclude that it is feasible to automate the extraction of student 

GitHub repository data that may lead to valuable observations about student software 

project development patterns. We make our tools available to the community so that 

other relevant questions regarding the relationship between software development 

analytics and student learning can be explored.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

SCM Software Configuration Management 

(D)VCS (Distributed) Version Control System 

MSR Mining Software Repositories 

API Application Programming Interface 

PII Personally Identifiable Information 

HTTP(S) Hypertext Transfer Protocol (Secure) 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

SQL Structured Query Language 

HTML Hypertext Markup Language 

CDF Cumulative Distribution Function 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Software configuration management, or SCM, describes the process of tracking 

and controlling the changes applied to a set of software files over the course of 

development. A version control system, or VCS, is a tool that can enforce SCM by 

maintaining a log of revisions to content (e.g., software project files) that is managed in 

some repository. A history of changes is maintained for subsequent version recall as 

necessary during development. Many VCS applications exist, some designed and 

oriented for version control in specific domains and disciplines. Git [1] is one such VCS 

toolset widely used in software development for managing revisions to the source code. 

GitHub [2] is a web-based version control platform that relies upon and extends the 

functionality of git. Software projects hosted on GitHub can be accessed and 

manipulated using git.  

In this research, we explore the mining of GitHub VCS software repositories 

characterized by programming assignments developed by students as part of their 

coursework. The toolset we propose in this work is motivated by the idea of leveraging a 

student’s project repository history as a performance indicator of their solution for a 

programming assignment. Course instructors who enable GitHub usage among students 

can utilize this method to gauge student success and investigate the correlation between 

project development patterns, the level of involvement of the student with the project, 

and possibly the student’s outcome performance. For example, using analytics derived 

from a set of individual student code repository changelogs, we can generate assignment 

submission statistics and derive common behaviors among the students. This enables a 
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mechanism to give feedback to students that may help them to calibrate their dedication 

to the project, as well as bolster their motivation to succeed on the assignment. In the 

exploratory phase of this research, we demonstrate usage of our toolset with student 

GitHub repository data from previous courses taught at Texas A&M University.  

Obtaining student software development analytics using GitHub does not rely 

exclusively on the fact that students must use GitHub directly. Leveraging GitHub to 

capture analytics behind the scenes is also an applicable notion. As an example, a 

programming environment might enable students to submit their solutions to coding 

challenges and in turn receive helpful feedback. This type of tutoring platform, such as 

the one proposed in iSnap [3], could additionally push the content associated with a 

student’s response to some reserved GitHub repository on the student’s behalf. In this 

way, the system is effectively maintaining a history of the submitted solutions of each 

student. A system such as this would enable an automated dimension of educational data 

mining.  

The toolset developed in this work can enable learning analytics and also the 

derivation a software development fingerprint that captures the pattern of code changes 

that led to the final submitted solution. This is feasible if we can assume that a repository 

provides an accurate representation of a student’s progress on a given programming 

assignment (i.e., as changes are introduced to their source code, these changes are 

reflected in the repository). We also assume that instructors have access to each 

students’ repository history so that analytics can be generated.  
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Exploiting software repository history to define a student’s coding development 

fingerprint is also useful as an additional source of information in determining whether 

or not a submission flagged by a source code plagiarism detection tool represents work 

not done by the student. By looking at the actionable information available in the history 

of code development, instructors may be able to infer that the similarity of the code is 

mitigated by the captured track record of developing the code to make it work. This can 

also provide additional evidence that the code has been copied, for example when the 

student changed variable names to cover up plagiarism, but failed to change all 

occurrences of a variable name prior to the initial addition of the code to the repository.  
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2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 git 

Git is an open-source command-line interface VCS toolset that is useful for 

managing the development of software projects. Git was introduced in 2005 by software 

developer Linus Torvalds, creator and then the principal developer of the Linux kernel. 

Along with a group of other kernel contributors, Torvalds designed git specifically to aid 

in the development process of the Linux kernel. Therefore, by nature, git can manage 

both large as well as small software projects.  

Git is widely used in software development. A 2015 survey
1
 conducted by Stack 

Overflow, an online community for programmers, found that 69.3% of respondents (of 

16,694 participants in total) prefer using git over other source code management systems 

such as Subversion (SVN), Team Foundation Server (TFS), and Mercurial. Furthermore, 

software solutions developed by companies such as Google
2
, Facebook

3
, Microsoft

4
, 

Twitter
5
, and Netflix

6
 include source code components managed using git.  

In git terminology, a “commit” refers to a set of changes to the content managed 

in a repository. The process of committing changes enables a useful mechanism for 

recording and documenting revisions to repository content. This is because an individual 

commit version is essentially a snapshot of the content at a particular point in time. Git 

maintains the history of versions in such a way that each commit depends upon the 

                                                 

1
 https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2015#tech-sourcecontrol 

2
 https://github.com/google 

3
 https://github.com/facebook 

4
 https://github.com/Microsoft 

5
 https://github.com/twitter 

6
 https://github.com/Netflix 
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cumulative project development history leading up to that commit. A text-based 

summary of the set of repository changes introduced by each commit (version) can be 

obtained by utilizing the git-log application.  

Several characteristics of git set it apart from other software versioning tools. 

Because git’s distributed infrastructure enables each contributor to have their own 

working copy of the project, this implies that a project backup will exist in each 

contributor’s local working environment. Furthermore, because a majority of its 

processing is performed locally, git boasts an advantage of speed over centralized VCS 

services that require constant communication and network overhead to perform similar 

operations. In addition, each repository commit is uniquely identified by its SHA-1 

checksum. SHA-1 is a cryptographic hash algorithm, and is used by git to ensure the 

data integrity of the content that was updated in the project repository during a commit. 

Finally, the development feature known as “branching” allows project contributors to 

perform tasks such as introducing features and experimenting with new functionality 

independently of the project’s main codebase. 
7
  

As stated previously, many operations in git are performed locally, including the 

events involved in committing repository changes. Because git is a distributed VCS, or 

DVCS, changes committed to a local project repository may also be pushed to some 

remote repository. This enables a form of synchronization between project repository 

copies. For example, once changes have been delivered to a remote repository, others, 

such as project contributors, can pull the changes from this central remote and work with 

                                                 

7
 https://git-scm.com/about 
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them in their local workspace. While git supports synchronization with various types of 

remote repositories, such as those hosted on a project’s special git server or production 

system, in this work we focus on git’s interaction with the remote repository hosting 

platform, GitHub.  

2.2 GitHub 

GitHub is a web-based version control platform that uses git. This means that 

software repositories hosted on GitHub can be accessed and manipulated using the git 

toolset. GitHub was co-founded in 2008 by technology entrepreneurs Tom Preston-

Werner, Chris Wanstrath, and P.J. Hyett. GitHub extends the functionality of git by 

providing to registered users a social networking-like environment for browsing public 

repositories hosted on the site, access control mechanisms for ensuring the data integrity 

of projects, and collaboration features that support functionality such as tracking 

software bugs, introducing new features, and maintaining code documentation.  

At the time of writing, GitHub reported hosting more than 77 million project 

repositories
8
, with an estimated 32 million visitors to the platform, worldwide, each 

month, as reported
9
 in June 2015. From an academic outlook, GitHub has been adopted 

by educators to host course content and materials such as project files pertaining to 

student programming assignments. In university computer science courses, instructors 

                                                 

8
 https://github.com 

9
 https://venturebeat.com/2015/06/17/github-by-the-numbers-32m-people-visit-each-month-74-from-

outside-the-u-s-36-from-europe/ 
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can encourage students to use GitHub to manage their solutions for programming 

assignments.  

2.3 VCS in Computer Science 

A publication by Rocco and Lloyd [4] discusses advantages of using VCS, and 

more specifically, DVCS, in university computer science courses. The authors advocate 

for employing VCS in the classroom as an opportune environment to equip students with 

the skills necessary for becoming competitive in the professional software development 

job market. According to Rocco and Lloyd, software development assets can be 

garnered through familiarization and experience with VCS platforms. In the paper, the 

authors present a model for incorporating VCS into entire university computer science 

curricula that they build around using the software versioning system, Mercurial.  

In a paper by Bird et al. [5], the authors discuss advantages and pitfalls 

associated with mining, what they regard as, the rich set of development information 

available in distributed source code management, or DSCM, systems (DSCM being 

another term for DVCS). The authors present their work by contrasting conceptual 

differences between distributed and centralized source code management systems, citing 

git and SVN, respectively, as examples of both. Bird et al. go on to propose that 

development history, which can be used to uncover processes and sequences in software 

project development, is more convenient to piece together for collaborative-based 

software projects using git as opposed to SVN. The authors also highlight pitfalls in the 

analysis and interpretation of information that can be mined from repository 
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development history, referencing findings from a series of analyses they conducted to 

evaluate the claims they present in the paper.  

A 2006 publication by Louis Glassy [6] presents innovative contributions in the 

area of mining software repositories by using SVN, an open-source VCS, to monitor the 

progression of programming assignment submissions from nine students and note 

patterns of commit activity surrounding major assignment milestones. The author 

regards version control as a powerful tool for gaining insight into the code development 

process of students. Glassy also proposes that students’ source code revision history can 

be leveraged by instructors to provide meaningful feedback to students on how to 

proceed and improve on their assignment solutions.  

Liu et al., in their 2004 workshop publication [7], provided insight on using 

repository history to monitor project development practices of student teams. In this 

work, the authors perform an analysis using revision log information from Concurrent 

Versions System, or CVS (CVS being another VCS application), repositories 

characterized by student group term projects from five teams in a technical course. The 

purpose of this research was to track student progress to examine how students interact. 

From this, Liu et al. were able to identify correlations between student collaboration and 

project grades. An additional goal was to devise a mechanism for instructors to catch 

potential problems early on in individual project development processes. According to 

the authors, this can enable instructors to have a greater sense of how to manage the time 

spent helping individual project groups.  
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Incorporating a similar mechanism as Liu et al. [7], another publication that 

mined CVS repositories to gain insight into student source code development processes 

and assignment performance was a work by Mierle et al. [8]. In this research, each of the 

more than 200 studied repositories represented a student submission pertaining to the 

same programming assignment. These repositories were used to evaluate student 

software development behaviors and also the quality of submitted code based on a subset 

of CVS analytics concerning project performance. Through statistical analysis of 166 

features, the goal of this work was to predict student grades. Mierle et al. ultimately 

came to the conclusion that these features alone cannot be used to reliably predict the 

final grades assigned to student project submissions.  

In a 2013 experience report [9] conducted by computer science instructors 

Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona of King Juan Carlos University in Madrid, Spain, the 

authors present the procedures, tools, and techniques used to conduct a research 

experiment in MSR. In this research, Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona deployed an 

analytics environment in the assignments for two separate multimedia networking course 

offerings at the university and accumulated data from a total of 174 student project 

submissions. This custom framework was designed to enhance student learning 

experiences and improve learning outcomes. Using gathered analytics from student 

software repositories, the authors performed an analysis to uncover interesting and 

actionable information about student development processes for coding projects. A 

driving factor that motivated this research was based on the notion that, in many cases, 
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instructors only see students’ final submitted assignments, with limited to no access to 

analytics pertaining to the development processes unique to each student.  

In a 2014 publication [10], Mittal and Sureka present an approach for process 

mining using archiving data generated from student team software repositories. Through 

the provision of visualizations, metrics and algorithms, the authors conduct a case-study 

and empirical analysis on a software repository data set corresponding to 19 teams from 

an undergraduate-level software engineering course, and discuss the resulting 

challenges, limitations and recommendations. In the paper, the authors argue that, in 

addition to that of VCS, software repository data from online wikis as well as issue 

tracking systems can be leveraged by course instructors to gain insights on student teams 

based on processes and teamwork, and enable an effective mechanism for providing 

feedback.  

In 2015, Vasilescu et al. [11] investigated the impact of team diversity, in terms 

of gender diversity and tenure diversity, in software development by analyzing open-

source software projects hosted on GitHub. The authors make the argument that these 

facets of team diversity have positive effects on project productivity and turnover, citing 

regression modeling of GitHub data, as well as results from a survey conducted by the 

authors, as the basis for their findings. According to Vasilescu et al., the results from this 

study can be used to aid in team formulation for software development projects, and lead 

to better outcomes as the result of thoughtful software contributor recruitment.  
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2.4 Plagiarism in Computer Science 

A May 2017 New York Times article by Jess Bidgood and Jeremy Merrill [12] 

investigated plagiarism in computer science courses, citing statistics of documented 

cases of code plagiarism at top-tier universities across the United States. The goal of this 

article was to shed light on the pervasiveness of code plagiarism in the classroom. The 

authors explain that while, in some cases, allegations of plagiarism in computer science 

are more prevalent in comparison with other academic fields, Bidgood and Merrill 

believe this is because many computer science professors have reputations for actively 

checking student programming submissions for unoriginal code. Depending on the size 

of the project, this is either performed by hand, or through the use of advanced tools 

created for this very purpose.  

Several software solutions exist to aid in the determination of code plagiarism 

[13]. Moss (for Measure of Software Similarity) [14] allows instructors to determine 

similarities among source code files through automated processes and algorithms. 

Developed in 1994 by then University of California Berkeley computer science associate 

professor Alex Aiken, Moss is a web-based source code plagiarism detection service 

with support for source code files written in any in a wide variety of programming 

languages. Software tools such as JPlag [15], developed by Karlsruhe Institute of 

Technology, offer functionality similar to that of Moss, and also provide support for 

programming language syntax-aware plagiarism detection services. In addition, start-ups 

such as Vocareum [16], a cloud platform for programming-based courses, provide the 

ability to compare code written individually between pairs of students.  
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3 THE GITRHIG TOOLSET 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3-1: Components involved in our strategy to produce analytics for a set of 

student repositories. 

 

 

 

While past research has leveraged or manipulated software repositories in 

classroom settings in order to uncover information of some kind, our work stands out in 

that we demonstrate mining GitHub software repositories as a means to identify, 

compare, and enable a way to inspect student project workload distributions in 

educational programming assignments. The goal of gitRHIG (for git Repository History 

Information Grabber) is to leverage metrics from the changelogs of GitHub VCS 

software repositories that characterize student course programming assignment 

submissions. We can use these metrics to generate analytics based on observable 

repository revision activity. In order to execute this process, we complete the following 

stages that comprise our strategy:  
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S1.  Collect the repositories from GitHub.  

S2. Scrape the repositories to produce commit records.  

S3. Generate repository analytics based on the commit records.  

To conduct this process, we have written a toolset, designed for course 

instructors, consisting of three main Python scripts, each script coinciding with one of 

the three stages (see Figure 3-1). Students do not interact with gitRHIG directly; we 

merely leverage their repository histories to generate analytics. While some functionality 

incorporated into our toolset solution was inspired by existing software repository 

mining applications [17] [18] [19] [20], we opted to develop customized scripts in order 

to ensure the level of fine-grained repository information leveraged in this work.  

The runtime environment for our toolset requires an installation of git, as well as 

Python 2.7, both of which are often pre-installed on UNIX-like operating systems such 

as macOS and distributions of Linux. Within each script, we make use of various Python 

packages which allow us to integrate support for certain required functionalities. While 

Python ships with a majority of the packages utilized in our toolset, some are third-party 

and will require manual installation. In the commands to execute any of the three scripts, 

the user can specify configurations, or script arguments, that are relative to the context of 

the script in consideration. The API for our toolset is available in Appendix A.  

Analytics derived from software repository revision history can be used to 

inspect project submission progression behaviors among students, and to gain insight 

about how students interact with GitHub in formulating their project solutions. In the 

exploratory phase of this work, analytics are presented in such a way as to maintain 
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project repository anonymity. This means that personally identifiable information, or PII, 

from raw commit logs is not carried over to the data storage component in our toolset. 

This is done so that the data presented cannot be traced back to the students. In this 

research, we present findings for educational purposes, and to demonstrate usage of the 

toolset we have developed.  

3.1 Collector 

Because GitHub repositories are hosted remotely, and to satisfy S1, we have 

included in our toolset a script that enables an organized protocol for downloading a set 

of repositories to the user’s local computing environment. Each repository must be local 

because we invoke git to generate the repository’s revision log. In some instances, batch-

retrieving multiple GitHub repositories in an automated manner is convenient, as in the 

case where we must obtain the student repositories that correspond to programming 

assignment submissions for an entire class roster. In our dataset, we observed exactly 

one repository per student submission.  

A GitHub repository has the following notable characteristics. A repository 

HTTPS URL can be used to uniquely identify the remote location of the repository 

hosted on GitHub. It is this URL that is often employed to retrieve the repository. In 

addition, the level of access to a given repository can vary. This is based on whether its 

visibility level has been set to public or private by the repository owner (the student), 

and also the collaboration status of the gitRHIG user (the instructor) in relation to the 

repository. Therefore, obtaining a given GitHub repository requires authentication on the 
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part of the gitRHIG user. As such, gitRHIG-collector assumes users have set up an 

account on the GitHub server prior to execution.  

The gitRHIG-collector has two primary execution modes for processing remote 

GitHub repositories: list-only, and retrieval. In the list-only mode, repository HTTPS 

URLs are written to command line output. A typical repository HTTPS URL path 

identifies the repository owner and the name of the repository. Because the 

gitRHIG-collector user can specify an input query to execute against each (visible) 

repository’s URL, a list-only mode is a useful feature for cases where the user would 

like to view the repository information contained in its HTTPS URL, possibly to ensure 

the repository owner or name matches certain criteria desired by the user. This can be 

performed as a preliminary step that leads up to retrieving a set of repositories.  

In retrieval mode, a Python sub-process call is used to invoke git to fetch, or 

“clone,” each remote GitHub repository included in a user-supplied list of URLs for a 

given script session. The contents of each fetched repository are downloaded to the 

gitRHIG user’s local environment. If a download directory already contains a given 

repository, this script will perform the necessary git operations to update the local 

project to reflect its latest revisions, making incremental data retrieval more efficient. 

Among the contents in each repository are configuration files containing metadata about 

the repository, including the most current revision log up to that point. A “bare” 

repository may be retrieved in the event that the gitRHIG user is not concerned with 

retrieving a local copy of the working directory of project files (e.g., the source code), 
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and is only interested in processing configuration or log information about the 

repository.  

3.2 Scraper 

Once copies of the remote GitHub repositories are available in the gitRHIG 

user’s local working environment, we can proceed with S2. The git toolset is used to 

obtain the revision log information of each repository individually. A single revision log 

contains specific information about each repository commit. The purpose of our custom 

gitRHIG-scraper script is to, given a collection of local GitHub repositories, parse the 

commit log of each one and import this information to a central data store for subsequent 

data recall and processing as necessary.  

Because git can produce the commit log for only one repository at a time, 

incorporating a data store is fundamental to our technique for generating a portfolio of 

analytics for multiple repositories concurrently. This data storage mechanism enables the 

user to retrieve a set of records at any given point in time in response to some query, and 

also effectively alleviates the need to re-invoke a series of previously-performed git log 

application operations each time certain information contained in a collection of 

repository commit logs is desired. The data store produced by gitRHIG-scraper is a 

tabular structure comprised of a collection of records corresponding to the information in 

the commit logs from a set of repositories. Each record contains information about a 

single repository commit. A summary of each commit attribute that is included in each 

commit record is available in Table A-4.  
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The repository commit records generated by gitRHIG-scraper are presented using 

an SQLite
10

 relational database. SQLite is a self-contained SQL database engine. In the 

table relational database structure, a column represents a set of data values of the same 

type, while a row describes a group of column values that correspond to a single record. 

In the table that contains a collection of commit records in the gitRHIG-scraper output 

data store, columns are used to differentiate between each commit attribute, and rows 

signify individual commit records. This structure implies that a single commit record is 

comprised of a set of values for each attribute.  

The task of generating a set of commit records entails several steps. The first 

involves obtaining the response from the git-log application, which requires a Python 

sub-process call to execute this application. In git-log, the --format option can be used 

to direct the application about which attributes (commit fields) to include in the output 

text log. We then parse this log to identify the values that correspond to the commit 

attributes we will consider. This procedure is completed for each repository that is to be 

processed in a particular runtime session.  

To obtain additional information about any text-based repository file line 

changes captured in each particular commit, we use the -p flag to instruct git-log to 

include a patch file along with its output information for each commit. When 

the --word-diff flag is also specified when obtaining a commit patch file from git-log, 

the contents of the patch file include special delimiters in its output text response that 

identify any tokens, or “words,” that were either added or removed from a line within a 

                                                 

10
 https://www.sqlite.org/index.html 
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repository file that was updated during the commit. This provides a detailed contextual 

description of commit content changes in a similar way that GNU Diffutils
11

 

applications present patch information regarding the difference between two (text) files.  

While the definitions for many of the commit attributes we utilize are fairly 

intuitive from Table A-4, in the remainder of this section we expound on those attributes 

whose purpose may appear to be ambiguous.  

3.2.1 GitHub Hostname 

In addition to its free service, GitHub also offers a commercial service known as 

“Enterprise” which is separate from its main service. Enterprise offerings provide access 

to private GitHub servers which support both large-scale and small-scale software 

projects developed in sectors such as business or education. Documenting the GitHub 

hostname associated with each repository is a necessary precaution for uniquely 

identifying a repository in a data store object, as it is theoretically possible for two 

different users in separate GitHub services to have the same (repo_owner, repo_name) 

pair.  

3.2.2 A Repository Path 

Sometimes a student creates a single course repository that will contain several 

subdirectories, each subdirectory corresponding to a different programming assignment 

for the same course. When this is the case, we may only be interested in processing the 

repository log information that pertains to a specific subdirectory. For this reason, in 

order to possibly differentiate between multiple project submissions in the same student 

                                                 

11
 https://www.gnu.org/software/diffutils/ 
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repository, in the structure of the output data store, we keep track of the path to the 

repository subdirectory (relative to the repository root) to which each record pertains.  

3.2.3 Project Contributors 

A GitHub repository can have multiple developers, or “contributors.” A 

contributor may take on either of two roles: author or committer. These roles signify the 

hierarchical structure of development in collaborative-based software projects, and are 

dependent on the level of collaboration access control a particular contributor has been 

granted in the given project repository. Both contributor roles are involved in each 

repository commit. The commit author is responsible for any changes made to the files 

captured in the commit. The committer is the contributor who can, ultimately, decide 

whether or not to apply the commit to the repository. Even though each GitHub 

repository that is processed in our evaluation is characterized by individual work (i.e., 

one student per repository), we still differentiate between both contributor roles in each 

commit record. This distinction may be useful in determining, for example, levels of 

activity or contribution effort for each student developer in group-based programming 

assignments that leverage GitHub.  

3.2.4 Line Changes in a Commit  

In git, there are two native types of line-change attributes in relation to the log 

information about each commit. An “insertion” describes a single committed file line in 

which at least one word was added. Similarly, a “deletion” signifies a line within a 

committed file in which a word removal was recognized. If a particular line experienced 

both a word addition and a word removal, git applications would report this as two 
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separate lines changes (i.e., a line insertion and a line deletion). This is because git does 

not take into consideration the notion of a line modification. In our gitRHIG toolset, a 

“changed” line refers to one that was either inserted, deleted, or modified. Referencing 

the patch file output described above allows a technique within gitRHIG-scraper for 

reliably casting each recognized file line change into one of the three line-change 

categories we consider.  

Differentiating between repository file line-change attributes, particularly in 

software files, enables a naïve solution for identifying particular stages in a project’s 

code development life cycle. For example, a source code file line modification might 

indicate an adjustment to an existing line of code, which may, further, represent a point 

in development in which a contributor has revised the behavior of some previously-

defined code block in the software. This is in contrast to introducing new or removing 

old functionality or features, which might be implied by observing line insertions or line 

deletions, respectively.  

3.3 Analyzer 

Once the commit records for each project repository are in a data store, we use 

these records to perform S3 by generating statistical-based analytics given a set of 

repository features. In our evaluation, we utilize features that are derived from a subset 

of the commit attributes found in each record. This set of repository features includes the 

following six:  

F1. Total number of relevant repository commits 

F2. Total number of lines changed (for all relevant commits)  
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F3. Total number of lines inserted (for all relevant commits) 

F4. Total number of lines deleted (for all relevant commits) 

F5. Total number of lines modified (for all relevant commits) 

F6. Total number of days active (concerning relevant commit activity) 

gitRHIG-analyzer provides a working demonstration of the types of analytics 

that can be garnered from a set of student repositories given the commit records 

produced by gitRHIG-scraper. The analyzer script provides a cumulative analysis over a 

collection of repository commit records that correspond to a set of student software 

project repositories. In this script, analytics are presented using quantitative as well as 

visual methods. The output data from gitRHIG analyzer can enable one to effectively 

answer contextual questions about GitHub-enabled coding projects such as “How many 

students performed exactly c commits?,” or “What percentage of students changed at 

least l lines?”  

3.3.1 Quantitative Analytics 

Quantitative-based output data results in a portfolio of analytics presented using 

the spreadsheet format. These analytics include project-based summary information that 

describes the observation values in each student repository for all features (F1 through 

F6; see also Table A-5). Frequency distribution data (for each repository feature) is used 

to convey the distributions of observation values in an organized manner (see Table 

A-6). We have defined output data that contains, for each student repository, information 

on the feature class interval to which the repository belongs. We will note that greater 

than or equal to (>=) and less than (<) attributes are used to denote the range of values, 
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or class, a particular feature observation falls within. A class can denote a category of 

activity for an observation in a given repository feature. In the output frequency 

distribution-based spreadsheets produced by gitRHIG-analyzer, rows are sorted in 

ascending order from top to bottom with respect to the existing classes. While classes in 

the current implementation each default to a single unit in width, we have also enabled 

this characteristic to be customized through the gitRHIG user specifying either a (global) 

width for each class or the number of classes a feature shall contain (see Table A-3).  

3.3.2 Data Visualization 

The visual analytics consist of graphs based on the repository features we 

observe among a given collection of project commit records. To describe individual 

repository activity, we employ a graph containing the commit patterns for each 

repository with respect to the timeframe of development. Graphical data used to convey 

the frequency and distribution of observations for each repository feature employs 

histograms and the cumulative distribution function
12

, or CDF. This particular function 

describes the probability that some variable will take on a value less than or equal to x, 

or  

 

𝐹(𝑥) = 𝑃𝑟[𝑋 ≤ 𝑥] 

Equation 3.1 

 

 

                                                 

12
 http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda362.htm 
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We utilize the normal CDF to illustrate the percentage of feature observations 

that are less than or equal to some value x. These CDF graphs enable a visual 

representation of the distribution of project feature observations among a set of student 

repositories. All graphs are generated using Bokeh
13

, a third-party Python visualization 

library that produces interactive graphics that support modern web browsers through 

HTML presentation.  

                                                 

13
 https://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/ 
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4 EXPERIMENTATION 

4.1 Data Set 

We mined three sets of student GitHub repositories that characterize 

programming assignment submissions in computer science courses taught at Texas 

A&M University. Analytics were generated individually for each of these three sets of 

repositories. For all three assignments, students were encouraged to push their code 

changes to GitHub as changes were introduced, so that their repository histories would 

serve as accurate representations of their software development progression behaviors. 

The first set contained 39 repositories from a senior-level undergraduate systems course. 

Students were given a period of roughly one month to complete this assignment. 

Repositories for this assignment are hereafter referred to as “Project A.”  The second set, 

containing 82 repositories, was from another senior-level undergraduate systems course. 

Students were given one week to complete this assignment, which shall be referred to as 

“Project B.” The final set of 75 student repositories corresponds to a programming 

assignment which built on the project submissions for Project B. Students were given 

approximately five weeks to complete this project, which we have dubbed “Project C” 

throughout this text.  

For all three courses, while the instructors strongly encouraged the usage of 

GitHub in these assignments, this was not a strictly enforced policy. Therefore, we 

expect these data sets to be somewhat limited in their characterization of student 

software development practices. A driving factor in using these data sets was to get 

experience in the gitRHIG toolset.  
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4.2 Limitations 

For gitRHIG-scraper, to obtain an estimation for the processing time required by 

a large software project repository (in terms of the amount of content managed, and also 

the number of repository commits), we tested this script on the GitHub repository of the 

Linux kernel
14

. The Linux kernel project’s initial migration to GitHub was in September 

2011. At the time of testing, the Linux kernel repository consisted of nearly 3.2 GB of 

content, with more than 738,200 repository commits. The runtime environment for our 

testing on the Linux kernel was an Amazon Lightsail virtual private server with two 

virtual CPUs, 8 GB of memory, and an 80 GB SSD. The total execution time for 

gitRHIG-scraper on the Linux kernel was just under 1 hour and 8 minutes. While we 

acknowledge that this is a considerable amount of time, we will mention that the scraper 

script’s total execution time for generating the commit records from the three sets of 

repositories that comprise our data set (resulting in a total number of 2,198 records) took 

a little more than 30 seconds. The runtime environment for the data set presented in this 

work was a MacBook Pro with a 2.5 GHz quad-core Intel i7, 16 GB of memory, and a 

512 GB SSD.  

For each of the three assignments, not every corresponding student project 

repository was mined. This was because some repositories did not follow a clearly-

identifiable content structure. For example, a few project repositories contained files 

from one course assignment intermingled with those from another, in either the root 

repository directory or additionally-defined subdirectories. This unfortunately made it 

                                                 

14
 https://github.com/torvalds/linux 
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difficult to differentiate between course project files in cases where the individual 

student repository contained multiple sets of project source code files corresponding to 

different programming assignment submissions. However, this was a considerate 

limitation in our data sets: we rely on the instructor designing programming assignments 

to provide clear guidance for code organization, and the student to adhere to the 

specifications.  

Even though each assignment that characterized one of the three sets of 

repositories in our dataset had a submission deadline, we still observed commit activity 

in some of the project repositories after their corresponding assignment’s due date. 

While various factors could have contributed to this (for example, if a student modified 

the project’s repository content at any point after the due date), in our evaluation, we 

were not concerned with enforcing start or end dates in relation to project repository 

activity. Our gitRHIG toolset does, however, include functionality to only consider 

commit activity during a specific timeframe. This can be accomplished through script 

arguments either when producing a collection of records using gitRHIG-scraper, or 

when generating analytics using gitRHIG-analyzer.  

Repository commit attributes pertaining to file line changes may not always 

provide an accurate representation of the amount of overall workload exuded into the 

actual source code contained in a software repository. This is because line changes are 

calculated for all text-based repository files that are captured in a given commit (for 

example, a README file that contains human-consumable information, rather than 

machine instructions). In future versions, the gitRHIG toolset could analyze the data to 
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decide on which subset of files to use as representative of software development 

processes.  

4.3 Evaluation 

Various forms of inference can be made with regard to the same repository 

feature. From the analytics generated for Project A, Figure 4-1 provides a visual 

representation of the commit patterns for each project repository. Figure 4-2 depicts the 

distribution of observation from F1. From this same feature, we observe that, for each of 

the 39 students (100%), no more than 43 repository commits were performed in relation 

to Project A. The frequency distribution data for this feature in this set of project 

repositories further conveys that 38 out of these same 39 students (~97.5%) performed at 

most 20 commits, and so on. Figure 4-3 provides a graphical representation of these 

observations using the cumulative distribution function.  

Considering again F1, using the data for the repositories from Project B, we 

observe that for all 82 repositories, each student applied no more than 34 commits in 

relation to this project. Considering this data from the standpoint of a majority, we learn 

that 43 students (~52.5%) performed fewer than 7 total commits for this project. The 

observations in the frequency column from the frequency distribution table for Project 

B (not shown) convey that the most recurrent category of commit activity (F1.value=1) 

contained 28 observations (or stated another way, 28 students performed only a single 

commit). The CDF graph for this feature’s observations in this set of repositories is 

shown in Figure 4-4.  
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For Project C, the distribution data tells us that 42 was the maximum value 

observed for the total number of repository commits (F1) in any student repository for 

this project. On the other end of the spectrum, 2 was the minimum value observed for 

this same feature. The CDF graph for the F1 for the set of repositories in Project C is 

shown in Figure 4-5.  

Similar observations and generalizations can be made for the remaining 

repository features (F2 through F6) we have considered in the assignment submission 

repositories in our experimentation data set. The corresponding CDF graphs for these 

features for each of the three sets of programming assignment repositories can be seen in 

Figure 4-6 through Figure 4-20.  
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Figure 4-1: Commit patterns in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-2: Distribution of observations from F1 in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-3: Observations from F1 in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-4: Observations from F1 in Project B student repositories. 
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Figure 4-5: Observations from F1 in Project C student repositories. 
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Figure 4-6: Observations from F2 in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-7: Observations from F2 in Project B student repositories. 
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Figure 4-8: Observations from F2 in Project C student repositories. 
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Figure 4-9: Observations from F3 in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-10: Observations from F3 in Project B student repositories. 
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Figure 4-11: Observations from F3 in Project C student repositories. 
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Figure 4-12: Observations from F4 in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-13: Observations from F4 in Project B student repositories. 
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Figure 4-14: Observations from F4 in Project C student repositories. 
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Figure 4-15: Observations from F5 in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-16: Observations from F5 in Project B student repositories. 
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Figure 4-17: Observations from F5 in Project C student repositories. 
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Figure 4-18: Observations from F6 in Project A student repositories. 
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Figure 4-19: Observations from F6 in Project B student repositories. 
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Figure 4-20: Observations from F6 in Project C student repositories. 
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4.4 Discussion 

As the project submissions that comprised our dataset corresponded to different 

course assignments of varying levels of difficulty, we did not anticipate a significant 

amount of similarity in observations for any of the repository features enabled by our 

toolset. We did notice fairly similar observations from F1 and F6 in all three groups of 

repositories. However, for the other features (F2 through F5), observation values were 

more scattered. This can additionally be attributed to the fact that GitHub usage in these 

projects, although strongly encouraged, was not necessarily strictly enforced, as was 

mentioned prior.  

From the repository development analytics that are generated by our toolset, 

instructors can pursue a variety of hypotheses in relation to the distribution of student 

programming project workloads. Example hypotheses are listed here below:  

H1. A student who regularly commits code changes throughout a project's 

timeframe of development is likely attempting to solve the programming 

challenge incrementally.  

H2. A student repository with a comparably lower number of commits than a 

majority of that of their classmates (in relation to a particular software 

project) may be experiencing difficulties in following a structured process 

of code development.  

H3. A student repository in which no modified lines of code were committed 

(again, in relation to a particular software project) may be an indication of 
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suspicious development behavior for the corresponding project 

submission.  

In this work, although the identifiable information about each repository is 

anonymized once it reaches the data store, these identification attributes, including those 

used to identify a repository contributor (i.e., the student), will always map to the same 

anonymized values. This described characteristic enables a technique for tracking 

individual student work patterns in programming projects for multiple GitHub-enabled 

course projects, and perhaps even correlate behaviors between any other courses the 

student takes that include GitHub-enabled coding assignments. For example, knowledge 

of the student’s past observed interactions with GitHub in formulating a solution to a 

programming assignment (assuming interactions are relatively consistent) can aid an 

instructor in determining a student’s established normal code development pattern. If 

repository development information accumulated using gitRHIG in a particular course is 

additionally made available to the instructors of other courses (in current as well as 

future semesters), this would enable a mechanism for following the evolution of 

software development patterns of individual students. With information such as this at 

their disposal, an instructor can observe activity that differs from a student’s normal 

project development behavior, possibly to identify suspicious project submissions in 

terms of code plagiarism.  
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5 FUTURE WORK 

In this work, we provide examples of analysis using six different repository 

features one can use to make observations about a set of repositories; several others can 

be observed as well. For example, because many GitHub-enabled programming 

assignments are completed over the course of some specific duration, one may want to 

observe more features based on time deltas such as months, weeks, days, minutes, or 

even seconds. Given this information, another feature that can be derived might be based 

on the greatest number of repository commits performed in a single day. One may also 

be interested in generating analytics based on student demographics such as 

classification, major, or gender.  

An additional use case for leveraging the software development observations 

generated from a set of student GitHub repositories (characterized by programming 

assignment submissions) is to possibly identify trouble areas in a particular assignment. 

This can enable instructors to further uncover common difficulties among students in 

relation to a particular coding exercise or, more generally, a computer science concept. 

Furthermore, exploiting a student's repository history to define their coding development 

fingerprint may also prove a useful preliminary step in determining whether or not a 

submission suspected of plagiarism does indeed contain unoriginal code.  

We welcome the notion of integrating gitRHIG in conjunction with project 

submission management systems, auto-grading tools, and plagiarism detection software. 

Currently, gitRHIG is being deployed in a spring 2018 offering of a systems course at 

Texas A&M University. In particular, the toolset is being used to generate emails that 
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help to enforce GitHub usage among students. These personalized emails give students a 

glimpse of how their work rhythm may compare to the other students in the class, and 

capture a view of how the work is evolving as students approach a programming 

assignment project deadline.  
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6 CONCLUSION 

In this work, we showed it is feasible to automate the extraction of student 

GitHub repository data that may be useful for deriving valuable observations about 

student software project development patterns. By exporting key indicators of the 

development process in a data store, our work enables the definition of analytics based 

on metrics that are identifiable in the repository changelogs. From these analytics, one 

can identify generalizations about student programming assignment progression 

behaviors. This can assist instructors in monitoring student software development 

fingerprints for courses that leverage GitHub either directly or indirectly through a 

software development environment that extracts snapshots of the source code and uses 

GitHub to capture them. The extracted data from the source code repositories can be 

useful as representations of the software development process that instructors can 

leverage to observe and influence how students develop code.  
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 APPENDIX A

 

Argument Type Description 

-s, --sources string 

Semi-colon-separated list of repository URLs (in local 

working environment), or path to an input text file 

containing the same 

--host string HTTPS GitHub hostname 

-p, --password flag Prompt for GitHub username and password 

-t, --token flag Prompt for GitHub access token 

-u, --username string 
Process repositories associated with the specific GitHub 

user 

-d, --directory string Local working directory for cloned repositories 

-o, --outfile string 
Output a file containing a semi-colon-separated list of 

cloned repository paths in local working environment 

-q, --query string 
Process only repositories containing particular tokens in 

their URL string 

-r, --retrieve flag Clone repositories 

-a, --anonymize flag 

Apply anonymization on directory names identifying 

GitHub hostname, and repository owner and name in 

local-working-environment paths to cloned repositories 

-b, --bare flag Opt for bare repositories when cloning 

--since string Process only repositories created after a particular date 

--until string 
Process only repositories modified before a particular 

date 

 

Table A-1: API for gitRHIG-collector. 
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Argument Type Description 

-s, --sources string 

Semi-colon-separated list of repository paths (in local 

working environment), or path to an input text file 

containing the same 

-a, --anonymize flag 
Apply anonymization on personally identifiable 

information before generating repository commit records 

--data-store string Specify output data store object 

--paths string 
Comma-separated list of paths to process within all 

repositories 

--labels string 
Semi-colon-separated list of labels to apply on resulting 

commit records 

--since string 
Process only repository commits applied after a 

particular date 

--until string 
Process only repository commits applied before a 

particular date 

 

Table A-2: API for gitRHIG-scraper. 
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Argument Type Description 

--data-store string Specify (existing) input data store object 

--paths-as-projects flag 

Specify whether or not each path within a given 

repository should be treated as an independent project 

(if multiple paths were observed) 

--class-widths string 

Semi-colon-separated list of feature observation class 

width information. Enabled by specifying feature’s 

label name and desired width for all classes (key-

value pair separated by colon) 

--num-classes string 

Semi-colon-separated list of feature observation class 

count information. Enabled by specifying feature’s 

label name and desired number of classes (key-value 

pair separated by colon) 

-d, --directory string Local working directory for analytics output files 

--labels string 
Semi-colon-separated list of labels to consider when 

processing commit records 

--since string 

Process only repository commits records 

corresponding to commits applied after a particular 

date 

--until string 

Process only repository commits records 

corresponding to commits applied before a particular 

date 

 

Table A-3: API for gitRHIG-analyzer. 
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Column Description 

github_hostname Identifier for GitHub hostname 

repo_owner Identifier for repository owner 

repo_name Identifier for repository name 

path_in_repo Identifier for path that was processed in repository 

labels Labels for this commit record (user-defined) 

commit_hash SHA-1 hash string used to identify commit 

author_name Identifier for commit author 

author_email Identifier for email address of commit author 

author_epoch Timestamp (UNIX) when commit was written 

committer_name Identifier for committer 

committer_email Identifier  for email address of committer 

committer_epoch Timestamp (UNIX) when commit was applied 

subject Identifier for commit message 

len_subject Number of characters in commit message 

num_files_changed Number of repository files changed by commit 

num_lines_changed Number of repository file lines changed by commit 

num_lines_inserted Number of repository file lines inserted by commit 

num_lines_deleted Number of repository file lines deleted by commit 

num_lines_modified Number of repository file lines modified by commit 

 

Table A-4: Attributes (columns) in gitRHIG-scraper output commit record data 

store. A single commit record is a comprised of a set of values for each attribute. 
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Feature Label Description 

F1 total_num_commits 
Total number of relevant repository 

commits 

F2 total_num_lines_changed 
Total number of lines changed (for all 

relevant commits) 

F3 total_num_lines_inserted 
Total number of lines inserted (for all 

relevant commits) 

F4 total_num_lines_deleted 
Total number of lines deleted (for all 

relevant commits) 

F5 total_num_lines_modified 
Total number of lines modified (for all 

relevant commits) 

F6 total_num_days_active 
Total number of days active (concerning 

relevant commit activity) 

 

Table A-5: Available repository features in gitRHIG-analyzer. 
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Attribute Description 

>= Begin value (inclusive) for class interval 

< Terminating value (not inclusive) for class interval 

frequency Number of observations in class 

cumulative_frequency Number of observations in class added to its predecessor 

percentage Percentage of observations in class 

cumulative_percentage 
Percentage of observations in class added to its 

predecessor 

 

Table A-6: Frequency distribution attributes utilized in gitRHIG-analyzer. 

 




